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Abstract 

As processor speeds continue to improve relative to main-memory access times, 

cache performance is becoming an increasingly important component of program 

performance. Prior work on the cache performance of garbage-collected program

ming languages has either assumed or argued that conventional garbage-collection 

methods will yield poor performance, and has therefore concentrated on new collec

tion algorithms designed specifically to improve cache-level reference locality. This 

dissertation argues to the contrary: Many programs written in garbage-collected 

languages are naturally well-suited to the direct-mapped caches typically found in 

modern computer systems. 

Using a trace-driven cache simulator and other analysis tools, five nontrivial, 

long-running Scheme programs are studied. A control experiment shows that the 

programs have excellent cache performance without any garbage collection at all. 

A second experiment indicates that the programs will perform well with a simple 

and infrequently-run generational compacting collector. 

An analysis of the test programs' memory usage patterns reveals that the 

mostly-functional programming style typically used in Scheme programs, in com

bination with simple linear storage allocation, causes most data objects to be 

dispersed in time and space so that references to them cause little cache inter

ference. From this it follows that other Scheme programs, and programs written 

in similar styles in different languages, should perform well with a simple gener

ational compacting collector; sophisticated collectors intended to improve cache 

performance are unlikely to be effective. The analysis also suggests that, as lo

cality becomes ever more important to program performance, programs written 

in garbage-collected languages may turn out to have a significant performance 

advantage over programs written in more conventional languages. 

Key words and phrases: Cache memories, dynamic storage management, garbage 

collection, programming-language implementation, Scheme. 
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1. Introduction 

A key feature of modern programming languages such as Lisp, Smalltalk, CLU, 

and ML is an automatically garbage-collected heap. The primary advantages of 

garbage collection are correctness and productivity: A garbage collector relieves 

the programmer from having to worry about manual storage deallocation and the 

associated dangers of dangling pointers and storage leaks. In terms of programming 

effort, the cost of correctly using manual deallocation is significant. For one lan

guage without garbage collection, it has been estimated that programmers spend 

about 403 of their time solving problems related to manual deallocation [62]. 

A further advantage of garbage collection is that, in some situations, it can 

actually improve program performance. For example, garbage collectors have long 

been used to improve the performance of programs by improving their virtual

memory performance. This is done by designing the collector to move data objects 

so that most working data is kept in physical memory. The cost of running such 

a collector is usually smaller than the improvement that is achieved by reducing 

the program's page faults [23]. In some systems, collectors of this kind are often 

crucial to good program performance [49, 66]. 

This dissertation considers the problem of implementing garbage-collected lan

guages in relation to a different part of the memory hierarchy, namely the cache. 

One of the most significant trends in computer technology involves the relative 

speeds of processors and main-memory chips: Processors are getting faster, by a 

factor of 1.5 to 2 per year, while the speed of main-memory chips is improving only 

slowly [27, 28]. This widening gap has motivated hardware designers to seek im

proved performance by inserting one or more high-speed cache memories between 

the processor and the main memory. A cache miss on current high-performance 

machines costs tens of processor cycles; if the current trend continues, a miss on 

such machines will soon cost hundreds of cycles. Thus cache performance is be

coming an increasingly important component of program performance. 

Given that garbage collectors are capable of improving virtual-memory perfor

mance by rearranging data objects, it is natural to ask whether they could improve 

cache performance by similar means. This possibility has been investigated by sev

eral researchers, who have studied collectors designed to move data objects so that 

most working data is kept in the cache [75, 79]. Because caches are so much smaller 
than main memory, such collectors must be invoked frequently if they are to be 
effective. While the cost of running such an aggressive collector may be signifi

cant, the hope is that it will be smaller than the improvement that is achieved by 

reducing the program's cache misses. 
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Prior work on the cache performance of garbage-collected programming lan

guages either assumes or argues that programs written in such languages will have 

poor cache performance if little or no garbage collection is done. In contrast, the 

primary claim of this dissertation is that many such programs are naturally well

suited to the direct-mapped caches typically found in high-performance computer 

systems. Complex and costly means for improving cache performance, such as 

aggressive garbage collection, are unlikely to be either necessary or effective. 

Overview. The investigation begins in Chapter 2 with a simulation-based study of 

five nontrivial, long-running Scheme programs, compiled and run in a high-quality 

Scheme system. The primary metric of program performance is total running time, 

as measured in processor cycles. Running time thus includes cycles used to execute 
instructions as well as cycles in which the processor is stalled, e.g., waiting for a 

cache miss to be serviced. 

First, a control experiment is performed to determine the extent to which the 

cache performance of these programs can be improved. The experiment shows that 

the programs have excellent cache performance without any garbage collection at 

all: They spend less than five percent of their total running time, on average, 

waiting for cache misses. Improving cache performance hardly seems necessary; 

no improvement method that imposes significant runtime costs of its own could be 

effective. Aggressive garbage collection is likely to be one such method. 

In practice, limitations on physical memory require that some sort of garbage 

collection be done in order to ensure good virtual-memory performance. The results 

of the control experiment suggest that a good collector for the test programs is one 

that collects infrequently, in order to take advantage of the programs' naturally 

good cache performance, but frequently enough to minimize virtual-memory page 

faults. This hypothesis is tested in the second experiment, which shows that, in 

most cases, the programs perform well with a simple, efficient, and infrequently

run compacting collector. In the remaining cases, they should perform well with a 

simple and infrequently-run generational compacting collector. 

The results of Chapter 2 are limited to just the five test programs. In order 
to support generalizations to other Scheme programs and to programs in other 

garbage-collected languages, Chapter 3 establishes a connection between the man

ner in which the test programs use memory and their measured cache performance. 

Like many garbage-collected languages, Scheme encourages a mostly-functional 
style of programming. Two important consequences of this style are that most 

data objects have very short lifetimes, and most are only referenced a few times. 

These properties, in combination with the object allocator's linear sweep through 

memory, cause most objects to be dispersed in time and space so that references 
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to them cause little cache interference. The few objects for which these properties 

do not hold are usually referenced in such a way that they more often improve 

cache performance rather than degrade it. Hence Chapter 3 concludes that the 

test programs have good cache performance because their memory behaviors are 

naturally well-suited to direct-mapped caches. 

Chapter 4 builds upon the results of Chapter 3. First, three means by which 

the performance of the test programs might be improved are presented; none of 

these methods have significant runtime costs. Then it is argued that the behav

ioral properties leading to good cache performance should hold for other Scheme 

programs, and are likely to hold for programs in other garbage-collected languages. 

The conclusions of Chapter 2 and the performance improvements discussed ear

lier in Chapter 4 are thereby generalized. The chapter closes by conjecturing that 

garbage-collected languages may have a significant performance advantage over 

more conventional languages on fast computer systems. 

Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the results, reviews prior work, and discusses 

topics for future work. 
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2. Measurements of cache performance 

This investigation is based upon studies of the cache performance and memory 
behavior of five nontrivial Scheme programs. After describing the programs and 
delimiting the cache design space, this chapter focuses on two cache-performance 
experiments. 

The first is a control experiment. Before considering methods by which cache 
performance might be improved, it is appropriate to determine how much im
provement is possible. This is done by measuring the cache performance of the 
test programs when run without any garbage collection at all. If this experiment 
were to show that the programs have poor cache performance without collection, 
then some method of improving cache performance would be called for. 

In fact, the control experiment shows that the opposite is true: When run 
without garbage collection, the test programs have excellent cache performance. 
Seeking improved cache performance hardly seems necessary. There is so little 

room for improvement that no improvement method with significant runtime costs 

of its own could be effective. 
In practice, it is not possible to run programs with an unbounded amount of 

physical memory, so some sort of garbage collection must be done in order to ensure 
acceptable virtual-memory performance. The results of the control experiment 

suggest that a good collector is one that collects rarely, in order to approximate 

the non-collection case and thereby take advantage of the programs' naturally good 
cache performance, yet often enough to minimize virtual-memory page faults. 

This hypothesis is tested in the second experiment, which measures the cost of 

running the test programs in a modest amount of memory with a simple, efficient, 
and infrequently-run compacting collector. The results show that, in most cases, 
the programs perform well with this collector; in the remaining cases, they should 
perform well with a simple and infrequently-run generational compacting collector. 

The direct-mapped caches considered in this investigation are limited to cer
tain write policies, and it is assumed that the memory system is capable of handling 
the write activity of the test programs. The final section of the chapter discusses 
and justifies these decisions. 
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2.1. Test programs 

The test programs are written in Scheme, a lexically-scoped dialect of Lisp that 
supports first-class procedures [1, 60]. The primary reason for choosing Scheme was 
the availability of both a high-quality implementation, namely the Yale T system, 
and a set of realistic test programs. The T system contains one of the best Scheme 

compilers currently available [39, 40, 58, 59]. T has been in production use for 

several years, and has been used by many people to write nontrivial programs. 
Measurements of Scheme programs should be relevant to other modern pro

gramming languages. Scheme programs are typically written in a mostly-functional 
style: Data objects are rarely modified after being created, and programmers are 
encouraged to create and use data structures freely. Scheme does not, however, 
enforce a particular style or methodology as do, e.g., CLU and ML [43, 45]. The 
core linguistic constructs of Scheme are similar, if not identical, to those of many 
garbage-collected languages. Because of Scheme's expressive power, it can effi

ciently support constructs that have no direct counterpart in the language, e.g., 

CLU iterators. 

The five test programs and their input data are: 

ORBIT, the native compiler of the T system, compiling itself; 

IMPS, an interactive theorem prover [21], running its internal consistency 

checks and then proving a simple combinatorial identity; 

LP, a reduction engine for a typed >.-calculus [2, 61], typechecking a com
plex, non-normalizing >.-term and then applying one million ~-reduction 

steps to it; 

NBODY, an implementation of Zhao's linear-time three-dimensional N

body simulation algorithm [65, 76], computing the accelerations of 256 
point-masses distributed uniformly in a cube and starting at rest; and 

GAMBIT, another Scheme compiler [22], quite different from ORBIT, com
piling the machine-independent portion of itself. 

These programs represent several different kinds of applications and programming 

styles. 
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The programs vary in size, but each allocates many megabytes of data and 
runs for billions of instructions:* 

Lines Bytes Insns Refs 

ORBIT 15,332 94.4M 3.68E9 l.03E9 Scheme compiler 

IMPS 42,119 41.lM 4.13E9 l.09E9 Theorem prover 

LP 2,981 58.6M 2.21E9 .64E9 >..-calculus reducer 

NBODY 857 126.lM 2.43E9 .63E9 N-body simulator 

GAMBIT 15,004 l06.9M 7.35E9 2.00E9 Scheme compiler 

The first column shows the size of each program, measured in lines of Scheme source 

text. The remaining columns show the number of bytes allocated, the number of 

instructions executed, and the number of data references made by each program 

when run, without garbage collection, on its input data. These program runs are 

significantly longer than those used in previous studies of the cache performance 

of garbage-collected languages [75, 79]. 
The programs were compiled and run in version 3.1 of the T system running 

on a MIPS R3000-based computer [33]. Because all measurements are based upon 

simulations, the internal details of this machine are unimportant. 

The test programs, with their respective inputs, are all non-interactive. The 

performance of interactive garbage-collected programs depends not only upon pro

gram and collector behavior, but upon the cost, in instruction cycles and cache 

misses, of kernel context switches and user interactions. A study of the cache 

performance of such programs is beyond the scope of this work. 

2.2. Cache design parameters 

The portion of the cache design space considered in this investigation is limited in 

several ways. 
Only direct-mapped caches are considered. Because they are the simplest 

to implement, direct-mapped caches have faster access times than other types 

of caches [30, 56]; they are therefore the most common type of cache in high

performance computers. 

Only one level of caching is considered; no attempt is made to measure the 

performance of memory systems with multi-level caches. The results reported here 

are expected to extend to the two- and even three-level caches that are becoming 
common. An informative analysis of multi-level cache performance, however, re-

*The single letter 'K' denotes a multiple of 210 , the single letter 'M' denotes a multiple of 220 , and 
the single letter 'G' denotes a multiple of 230 . The single letter 'B' stands for 'byte.' The notation 
'aEb' abbreviates 'ax lOb'. 
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quires a more sophisticated memory-system simulator than that employed here, so 

a thorough investigation is left to future work. 

A wide range of cache sizes is considered, from 32KB to 4MB. This range 

includes current typical sizes for single-level off-chip caches (32-64KB) and for 

second- or third-level caches in multi-level systems (1-4MB). 

The cache-block size ranges, in powers of two, from 16 to 256 bytes. Most 

Scheme objects are just a few words long, so, at most sizes, a cache block typically 
contains many Scheme objects. Main memory will often be discussed in terms of 

memory blocks, which are assumed to be the same size as cache blocks. The fetch 

size, i.e., the unit of transfer between the cache and main memory, is also assumed 

to be equal to the block size. 

Only a write-miss policy of write-validate is considered [31]. This policy should 

perform better than any other for garbage-collected programs; it will be discussed 

further in §2.5. 

Finally, only data-cache performance is studied. Instruction caches are ex

pected to perform reasonably well for Scheme programs, but an investigation of 
instruction-cache performance is beyond the scope of this work. 

2.3. Cache performance without garbage collection 

The control experiment measures the cache performance of the five test programs 

when run without garbage collection. The results will be described in terms of 

cache overheads, which measure the temporal costs of cache activity relative to the 

programs' idealized running times. 

In a computer system, the time spent by the processor waiting for the memory 

system is not a function of misses per reference, but of misses per instruction 

cycle and the number of cycles required to service each miss, which may not be 

constant. The situation is further complicated by stalls due to other components of 

the memory system, such as the main memory, write buffers, and virtual-memory 

translation-lookaside buffers. Thus, to obtain precise figures on the temporal cost 

of cache misses requires an elaborate simulation of the entire memory hierarchy as 

well as the relevant parts of the processor pipeline [10, 56]. 

The cache simulator constructed in the course of this investigation is inca

pable of such accuracy. In this chapter, cache overheads are calculated under the 

assumption that the memory system is capable of handling the write activity of the 

test programs without imposing significant additional costs. Thus cache overheads 

include only the direct cost of servicing read misses, i.e., the cost of fetching mem

ory blocks in response to load instructions; the cost of handling stores is ignored. 

In §2.5, it will be argued that properties of practical memory systems and of the 
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programs themselves imply that the write overheads of the test programs should 
be small. 

The time required to service a read miss by fetching the target memory block 
into the cache, i.e., the miss penalty, depends upon details of the main-memory 
system and upon the block size. In particular, the miss penalty varies directly 

with the block size, since more time is required to transfer larger blocks in a given 
memory system. The miss penalties used in the calculation of cache overhead are 
taken from the high-performance main-memory system studied by Przybylski [56, 
§3.3.2]. This memory has an address setup time of 30ns, an access time of 180ns, 
and a transfer time of 30ns for each 16 bytes transferred. Thus a transfer of n 

bytes requires 30+180 + 30 x fn/161 nanoseconds. The recovery time, i.e., the 
time required between successive memory transactions, is 120ns; it is ignored in 
these calculations. 

Two hypothetical processors are considered. The slow processor, representing 

currently-available workstation-class machines, has a cycle time of 30ns (i.e., a 

33 megahertz clock); the fast processor, representing high-performance machines 
available in the near future, has a cycle time of 2ns (a 500 megahertz clock). 
With these cycle times, the miss penalties for the various block sizes, measured in 
processor cycles, are: 

Block size 

Slow penalty 

16 32 

8 9 

64 128 256 (bytes) 

11 15 23 (cycles) 
Fast penalty 120 135 165 225 345 

The hit time, i.e., the time required to access a block that is already in the cache, 
is assumed to be one cycle for both processors. Thus, if a reference hits in the 

cache, the processor does not stall. 
The cache overhead of a program is the amount of time spent waiting for read 

misses expressed as a fraction of the program's idealized running time, in which no 

misses occur and one instruction completes in every cycle. That is, 

Mprog x P 
Dcache = I ' 

prog 

where Mprog is the total number of read misses during the program run, P is the 

miss penalty, in processor cycles, and Iprog is the total number of instructions 
executed by the program. The more familiar metric of cycles per instruction [10] 

is one plus the overhead of each cache in the memory hierarchy. 
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With these assumptions and definitions in hand, the cache overhead for the 

test programs, run without garbage collection, can be calculated: 

1.000-: 

0.001-: 

32K 64K 128K 256K 512K lM 
Cache size (bytes) 

+ Fast 
o Slow 

-- 256B 
--- 128B 

64B 
32B 
16B 

2M 

There are two sets of curves in this graph, one for each of the hypothetical pro
cessors. The height of a data point shows the average cache overhead, across all 

programs, for the given block size, cache size, and processor speed. (Separate cache 
overheads for each program are shown on the following page.) 

For the slow processor, even a small 32KB cache has a cache overhead of less 
than five percent when the block size is 16 bytes. For the fast processor, a lMB 

cache is required in order to achieve a similar overhead, but fast machines are 
expected to have caches at least that large. Caches in such machines may employ 
larger block sizes, but, with a sufficiently large cache, it is still possible to achieve 

an overhead of less than five percent. For both processors, smaller block sizes 
always yield superior performance. 

The control experiment has revealed, then, that when run without any garbage 
collection at all, the test programs have excellent cache performance. There is so lit
tle room for improvement-five percent or less-that it is unclear whether improv

ing cache performance should even be a priority. More significant improvements 
in overall program performance might be attained by improving other aspects of 
the hardware, the language system, or the programs themselves. No method for 
improving cache performance that imposes a significant overhead of its own could 

be effective. 
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2.4. Program performance with a simple collector 

The second experiment measures the cost of running the test programs with a 

modest amount of memory and a simple, efficient, and infrequently-run compact

ing collector. This collector performs well in most cases; a simple generational 

compacting collector should perform well in the remaining cases. 

Garbage-collection overhead. During a program run, a garbage collector imposes 

both direct and indirect costs. Directly, the collector itself executes Ige instructions 

and causes Mge cache read misses. The magnitude of Ige depends upon the amount 
of work done by the collector; that of Mge depends upon the collector's own memory 

reference patterns. 

Indirectly, there are two ways in which the collector affects the number of 

misses that occur while the program is running. Each time the collector is invoked, 

its memory references remove some, or possibly all, of the program's state from 

the cache; when the program resumes, more cache misses occur as that state is 

restored. The collector can also move data objects in memory, which may improve 

(or degrade) the objects' reference locality, thereby decreasing (or increasing) the 

program's miss count. These effects are together reflected in ~Mprog, which is the 

change in the program's miss count relative to Mprog, its miss count when run in 

the same cache without garbage collection. If the collector improves the program's 

cache performance by more than enough to make up for the cost of restoring the 

program's cache state after each collection, then ~Mprog will be negative. 

The collector can also cause the program to execute ~Iprog more instructions. 

This occurs in the T system because hash-table keys are computed from object 

addresses. Because the collector can move objects, each table is automatically 

rehashed, upon its next reference, after a collection. The cost of rehashing, in 

instructions and in cache misses, is usually small. 

When run with a given collector, the garbage-collection overhead of a program 

is the sum of these temporal costs, expressed as a fraction of the program's idealized 

running time. That is, 

(Mge + ~Mprog) X P + Ige + ~Iprog 
Oge= I ' 

prog 

where Pis again the miss penalty, in processor cycles, and Iprog is the total number 

of instructions executed by the program. Because ~Mprog can be negative, it is 

possible for Oge to be zero or negative, which will be the case if the collector 
improves the program's cache performance by more than enough to pay for its own 

running cost. 
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The combined cache and garbage-collector overhead is simply Oeaehe +Oge· 

Because Oge can be negative, it is possible for the combined overhead to be zero, 
although this would require an impossibly perfect collector that executes no in
structions, causes no cache misses, eliminates all of the program's cache misses, 
and does not cause the program to execute any extra instructions. The goal of 
methods such as aggressive collection is to achieve an overhead that is sufficiently 
negative to counter Oeaehe significantly. 

A simple collector. The garbage collector used in this experiment is a straight
forward implementation of Cheney's algorithm for copying compacting collection, 
which is perhaps the simplest practical collection technique known [14]. 

Cheney's method uses two memory areas of equal size, sometimes called semis

paces. At any given time, one semispace acts as the new area, while the other is 
the old area. The heap is contained entirely within the new area, and objects are 
allocated linearly in the new area from a contiguous run of free memory. When the 
free memory is exhausted, a collection is performed. The collector first exchanges, 
or flips, the roles of the areas; it then copies all live (i.e., non-garbage) objects 
from the old area into a contiguous portion of the new area in a breadth-first man
ner. Cheney's algorithm avoids the need for a recursion stack during the copying 
process by using pointers into the new area to distinguish between copied objects 
that can still point to uncopied objects from those that cannot. 

Although the collector requires two areas, it is not necessary that both always 
fit within the available physical memory. Between collections, only one area need 
be resident. The old area is accessed randomly during a collection, but the new 
area is accessed linearly as live objects are copied into it and scanned. Thus, for 
reasonable performance during a collection, enough physical memory is required to 
hold the old area, a portion of the new area, and whatever working space is required 
by the collector. As long as the virtual-memory system can handle the temporary 
increase in memory demand, few page faults should occur. What faults remain 
can be reduced further by arranging for the collector to advise the virtual-memory 
system of its expected usage patterns [17]. 

Like the definition of Oeaehe' the definition of Oge above does not include the 
cost of handling memory writes. The Cheney collector allocates and initializes 
memory in a linear fashion, just as a program does. Therefore the argument that 
write overheads should be low, in §2.5, applies to the collector itself as well as to 
the test programs. 
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Program performance. When run with the Cheney collector, configured to use 16MB 
semispaces, the garbage-collection overheads (Oge) of three of the five test programs 
are fairly low: 

0.077-

_ ... -+········+ 

0.05-

~- ~.'.'-o-: -"""' - ~ t=-· :.: .:. . .: ·g .. --· -· o - · · · · - · -a 
~--l:t-------:8·· : e ---~----~ 

- G- - - - -G- - - - --0- - - /- -0- - - - -<>- - - - -<>- - - - -0- - - - -0 

0.00-

-0.027-
32K 

+- ....... + 
64K 128K 256K 512K 

Cache size (bytes) 
lM 

+ Fast 
o Slow 

ORBIT 

······ NBODY 

--GAMBIT 

2M 4M 

The overheads for IMPS and LP, discussed below, are not shown here. 
This graph shows data for 64-byte blocks; overheads for other block sizes are 

similar. There is one set of curves for each of the hypothetical processors; in each 
set, there is one curve for each of three of the test programs. The height of a 
data point shows the measured collection overhead for a program when run with 
the Cheney collector in a cache of the indicated size. With the slow processor, all 
overheads are less than four percent; with the fast processor, overheads are usually 
higher, reaching a maximum of 7.7%, but are still acceptable. 

For each program, the variations in collection overheads are due to the number 
of cache misses caused by the collector itself and to the collector's effect upon the 
program's miss count. Even this simple collector might improve a program's cache 
performance by compacting live data objects in memory, so another source of 
variation is the extent to which this type of improvement occurs. For a given cache 
size and processor speed, the cache overheads differ because of these factors and 
because the amount of work done by the collector is program-dependent, being a 
function of the number of live objects at the time of each collection. 

For one program, garbage-collection overhead is negative in two cases, indicat
ing a significant improvement. These negative overheads are not, however, due to 
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a general improvement of the program's reference locality by the collector. When 

run without collection, the program in question, NBODY, has a few memory blocks 
that thrash in sufficiently small caches. That is, the memory blocks map to the 

same cache block, and they are referenced in such a way that they cause many 

misses. The Cheney collector happens to move the objects involved, thereby elim

inating the thrashing behavior and significantly reducing the number of misses. 

This improvement is not as noticeable in a 32KB cache because there are so many 

more misses in a cache of that size to begin with; it does not occur in caches larger 

than 128KB because these memory blocks map to different cache blocks in larger 

caches. In §4.1, methods for eliminating thrashing that do not involve a garbage 
collector will be presented. 

The previous graph only shows garbage-collection overhead data for ORBIT, 

NBODY, and GAMBIT. IMPS suffers from a more extreme case of the thrashing 

behavior just described, so its overheads are highly variable. When thrashing does 

not occur, the overheads for IMPS are comparable to those shown above. 

Overheads for LP are not shown because they are uniformly 40% or higher. 

LP creates a large data structure that grows monotonically in size until the end of 

its run. Thus, unlike the other programs, the amount of work done by the Cheney 

collector in successive collections increases, since it must copy this structure each 
time. A simple generational collector would avoid this problem [4, 42]; although 

it would impose costs beyond those of the Cheney collector, the work avoided by 

not repeatedly copying long-lived structures should more than counter those costs. 
Like the Cheney collector, a generational collector should be run infrequently in 

order to take advantage of the programs' naturally good cache performance. 

The collection overhead of an aggressive garbage collector is likely to be signif

icantly higher than that of an infrequently-run generational collector. As proposed 

by Wilson et al. and by Zorn, an aggressive collector is essentially a generational 

collector with a new-object area, or first generation, that is sufficiently small to fit 

mostly or entirely in the cache [75, 79]. An aggressive collector will thus incur all 

the costs of an ordinary generational collector, including the overheads of manag

ing several generations and of detecting and updating pointers from old objects to 

new objects. An aggressive collector will spend more time copying objects from 

the new-object area, for more frequent collections leave less time for new objects 

to become garbage before being copied to the next generation. It seems likely that 
this added copying cost will be significantly larger than the meager improvement 

in cache performance that is possible. Thus, even if an aggressive collector could 

reduce cache overhead to zero, it would be unlikely to pay for its cost over that of 

an infrequently-run generational collector. 
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2.5. Cache write policies and write overhead 

In this investigation, only caches with a write-miss policy of write-validate are 

considered. The first part of this section reviews the possible write-miss policies 
and argues that write-validate policies, or some equivalent mechanisms, are likely 
to become common. 

In this chapter, for the purpose of calculating cache overhead, it was assumed 

that the memory system is capable of handling the write activity of the test pro

grams without imposing significant temporal costs. The justification of these deci

sions requires understanding write-hit policies and the relationship between write 
activity and available memory bandwidth. The second part of this section re
views the possible write-hit policies and argues that the write overheads of the test 
programs should be small. 

Write miss policies. A write miss occurs when the target of a store instruction is 
a memory block that is not in the cache.* When designing a cache, the first choice 

to be made in deciding how to handle write misses is whether or not to fetch the 

target memory block into the cache. If a fetch-on-write policy is used, then a write 
miss will stall the processor while the target block is fetched into the corresponding 

cache block. If it is decided that a write miss will not trigger a fetch, then there is 
another choice to be made, namely whether or not to allocate the cache block to 
the target memory block. If the cache block is allocated, then the resulting policy 
is called write-validate. If the cache block is not allocated, the resulting policy is 
called either write-around or write-invalidate, depending upon whether or not data 

is written to the cache in parallel with the tag check; with both policies, the stored 

data is sent directly to main memory, so a future load of that data will cause a 

read miss and an ensuing fetch. 
A write-validate policy requires that a validity bit be associated with each 

word in a cache block. When a write miss occurs, the cache block is allocated to 
the target memory block by setting the tag bits, but the contents of the memory 
block are not fetched into the cache.** The stored data is written into the cache 
block and the validity bits associated with that data are set; all other validity bits 
in the cache block are cleared. If every word in the memory block is written before 
it is read, then the original contents of the block will never be fetched. 

Jouppi has demonstrated that, for programs written in conventional languages, 
a write-validate policy always outperforms fetch-on-write and write-invalidate, and 
usually outperforms write-around [31]. In particular, for his test programs a write-

*The following discussion of write policies is based in part upon a recent paper by Jouppi [31]. 

**If the write-hit policy is write-back, then the prior contents of the cache block are flushed to 
memory at this time. 
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validate policy eliminates, on average, roughly one-third of the cache misses seen 

with fetch-on-write. Write-validate works well because it avoids useless fetches, and 

because recently-written data is usually referenced sooner than the prior contents 

of the cache block containing that data. 

For programs written in garbage-collected languages, a write-validate policy 

should be superior for the same reasons. Because of allocation activity, useless 

fetches can be a significant problem for such programs. This is especially true 

when objects are allocated linearly from a contiguous run of free memory, which is 

the case when no garbage collection is done or when a compacting collector is used. 

When an object is allocated, its component words are initialized in ascending order 
of address. If the object contains the first word of a memory block, then a type 

of write miss called an allocation miss occurs when that word is initialized. With 

a fetch-on-write policy, the miss will cause the contents of the memory block to 

be fetched. The information retrieved by this allocation fetch will never be used, 

however, because every word in heap memory is initialized before it is read. 

The other three write policies avoid allocation fetches, but write-around and 

write-invalidate are incapable of taking advantage of the high temporal and spa

tial locality of object references. It will be seen in Chapter 3 that most heap

memory blocks are not referenced after their associated cache blocks are required 

for newer memory blocks. Thus it is more likely that a program will read a recently

allocated memory block than an older block that happens to map to the same cache 

block. With a write-around or write-invalidate policy, the first load from any heap

memory block will cause a read miss; with a write-validate policy, the first load 

from a recently-allocated block is likely to hit in the cache. Since references to 

recently-allocated blocks are expected to be more common, write-validate should 

outperform both write-around and write-invalidate. 
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For the Scheme test programs, a write-validate policy easily outperforms a 
fetch-on-write policy. If a fetch-on-write policy is used, then, when the test pro
grams are run without garbage collection, allocation fetches become a significant 
fraction of all fetches as the cache size increases and as the block size decreases: 
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This graph contains one curve for each block size, and one data point for each 
combination of cache and block sizes. For a given cache size, the average allocation

fetch fraction increases as the block size decreases because the number of allocation 
misses depends inversely upon the block size; e.g., if the block size is halved, 
there will be (approximately) twice as many allocation misses. In larger caches, 

allocation fetches can easily account for half or more of all fetches.* 

An alternative way to avoid most useless fetches is to use a cache-block

allocation instruction, first described by Radin [57] and apparently reinvented, in 
the context of garbage-collected languages, by Peng and Sohi [53]. Given a mem
ory block address, this instruction allocates the associated cache block but does 
not fetch the contents of the memory block. Such an instruction has appeared in 
a number of machines [19, 32, 48], but it is not an ideal solution. A cache-block 
allocation instruction can be costly to use correctly, since all old data in the cache 
block must be known to be useless. For a garbage-collected language, this implies 

that the instruction can only be invoked when the first word of a block is allocated; 

*Due to limitations of the cache simulator, this graph underestimates, probably only slightly, the 
actual fraction of allocation fetches. 
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with the cache sizes being considered, but an overhead of less than ten percent is 
attainable with a 2MB cache. 

With a write-validate policy, the cache overhead for a given cache size varies 
inversely with the block size for the block sizes under consideration. In contrast, 
the above graph shows that, with a fetch-on-write policy, larger blocks have an in

creasing advantage as the cache size increases. This is because smaller blocks entail 
more allocation fetches and because, in larger caches, more misses are allocation 

misses, regardless of the block size. 

Write hit policies and write overhead. A write hit occurs when the target of a store 
instruction is a memory block that is already in the cache. There are two ways to 

handle write hits. With a write-through policy, the stored data is written both to 
the cache block and to main memory. With a write-back policy, the stored data is 
written only to the cache block; the contents of the cache block are written back to 

memory later, when the cache block is allocated to a different memory block. Each 

policy has its own advantages. A write-through policy is simpler to implement, 

can provide higher bandwidth into the cache, and has other advantages important 
to on-chip caches [31]. A write-back policy, in contrast, can exploit the reference 

locality of stores in order to reduce write traffic to main memory. 
Whatever the write-hit policy, if memory-write transactions occur too fre

quently, the processor will stall while waiting for them to complete. The remainder 
of this section argues that because stores in the test programs have high temporal 

and spatial locality, the overhead of the write traffic generated by a write-back 
cache should be small, even when the Cheney collector is used. 

Among the memory areas in the T system, most stores are to the procedure

call stack: 

Stack 
Static 
Heap 

ORBIT 

71.36 
2.75 

25.87 

IMPS 

90.24 
1.49 

8.26 

LP 

71.05 
4.47 

24.47 

NB ODY 

59.34 
15.55 
25.09 

GAMBIT 

87.54 3 
1.63 

10.81 

It will be seen in Chapter 3 that the stack is a highly local structure, with most 
stack references occurring in a small contiguous group of memory blocks. Most 

references to static memory are also confined to a small, though noncontiguous, 
set of blocks, so most static stores are likely to be similarly concentrated. A write
back policy will therefore be best for stack and static references since it will not 
require a memory transaction every time a frequently-referenced memory block 
is modified. Because such blocks tend to reside in the cache, they will rarely be 

written back to memory. 
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Stores to the heap are uniformly spread through heap memory. In the mostly

functional programming style typically used in Scheme programs, data objects are 

usually written only once, when they are initialized.* As a consequence, most heap 

stores are initialization stores to newly-allocated memory blocks; non-initialization 

stores to older heap blocks are rare. This is evident when the above heap-store 

percentages are separated into initialization and non-initialization stores: 

Init 
Non-init 

ORBIT 

20.93 

4.94 

IMPS 

7.56 

0.69 

LP 

22.55 

1.91 

NB ODY 

25.08 

0.01 

GAMBIT 

9.86 3 
0.94 

Objects are allocated linearly in memory, so all initialization stores to a given 

memory block occur close together in time. The Cheney collector copies objects to 

the new area in essentially the same manner, so the store behavior of the programs 

is not much different when they are run with this collector. A write-back cache will 

coalesce initialization stores so that each block is likely to be written to memory 

only once, some time after its last initialization store. The same effect could be 

achieved by augmenting a write-through cache with either a coalescing write buffer 

or an auxiliary write cache [31]. Such an arrangement, however, would probably 
not be as effective at reducing the write traffic due to stack and static stores, which 

tend to be concentrated in a small number of different blocks. 

With a write-back cache, initialization stores should not generate excessive 

write traffic. Once the first word of a memory block has been initialized, the block 

will be flushed from the cache and written to main memory only when its cache 

block is allocated to some other memory block. Chapter 3 will show that most 
cache blocks see little interference in the test programs, which suggests that most 

newly-allocated memory blocks will only be flushed when their cache blocks are 

next allocated for an even newer block. Thus the rate at which heap blocks are 

written back to memory is likely to be closely related to the object-allocation rate. 

The cache simulator is incapable of measuring the relationship between the 
heap-block write-back rate and the allocation rate. The write overhead due to 

initialization stores in an improbable near-worst case, however, can be estimated. 
Suppose that a program repeatedly allocates exactly one block of data and then 

immediately references some other block that shares the same cache block, thereby 

flushing the newly-allocated block. Let B be the block size, in words, and let D be 

the minimum delay, in cycles, between successive writes. At least one instruction 

is required to initialize each word in a block, so once the write buffer, if any, is full, 

the processor will repeatedly spend B cycles initializing a new block and at most 

*Actually, the T runtime system initializes most objects twice, in rapid succession. 
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D - B cycles waiting for a write transaction to complete. The write overhead of 
this hypothetical reference pattern is 

W x (D-B) 
Oistore :::; -----

lprog 

where W is the total number of words allocated and lprog, as before, is the total 
number of instructions executed by the program. 

Assume that, for a given processor speed and block size, the write latency D 
is equal to the miss-penalty time shown on p. 8.* Then for the test programs, the 
write overhead of this reference pattern for the hypothetical slow processor is zero 
for blocks sizes of 64 bytes or larger, since more time is spent initializing each block 
than is required between successive writes; for 16- and 32-byte blocks, Dis at most 

twice B, and Oistore is well under one percent. For the fast processor, Oistore is 
usually less than ten percent: 
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This graph contains one curve for each program; each data point shows the value 

of Oistore for the indicated block size. The estimated write overheads for this near
worst case are small; because memory blocks are actually allocated in a much more 
sedate manner, the actual write overheads due to initialization stores should be at 

most a few percent. 

*In fact, the write latency is usually smaller [56, p. 30]. 
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2.6. Conclusion 

This chapter has established two key facts about the Scheme test programs. 

First, they have excellent cache performance when run without any garbage 

collection at all; improving cache performance hardly seems necessary. Further

more, any method for improving cache performance that imposes a significant 

overhead of its own will not be effective; such a method will not be able to re

cover its own running cost, let alone improve the overall performance of the client 

program. 

Second, for these programs, the overhead of a simple, infrequently-run com

pacting collector is acceptably low in most cases. An infrequently-run generational 

compacting collector should yield good performance in the remaining cases. 

These results apply only to the five test programs. In order to generalize these 

results to other programs, and to other programming languages, the next chapter 

analyzes the memory behavior of the programs in order to understand why their 

cache performance is so good. 
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3. Analysis of memory behavior 

The first experiment reported in Chapter 2 established that the test programs 
have excellent cache performance when run without a garbage collector or any 

other mechanism that might improve reference locality. This chapter explains that 
observation by analyzing the memory behaviors of the test programs in the same 

context. The analysis will establish that, when run without garbage collection, the 
test programs have good cache performance because their memory behaviors are 
naturally well-suited to direct-mapped caches. In Chapter 4, the measurements 

and conclusions of the analysis will be used to identify three methods by which the 
test programs' performance might be improved, and the analysis will be generalized 
to other programs and other programming languages. 

The conclusions of the analysis are not limited to the idealized setting of a 
program running without a garbage collector. Chapter 2 argued that the test 

programs will perform well with infrequently-run compacting collectors, which can 
take advantage of the programs' naturally good cache performance. The memory 

behavior of a program running with such a collector will differ from the idealized 

case in two ways. First, it will be interrupted, albeit rarely, by collector invocations. 
Second, the collector may move objects in memory; as was argued in Chapter 2, 
these actions will have significant effects only if they happen to eliminate thrashing. 
Aside from these differences, the program's memory behavior should be similar to 
that of the idealized case. In particular, in the long intervals between collections, 

objects will be allocated linearly from a large free-memory area, approximating the 

idealized case of linear allocation from an unbounded area. 
Some foundations must be laid before proceeding with the analysis. After 

defining the notion of memory behavior, the memory layout of the Scheme system 

being studied will be briefly described. A plot of the cache misses that occur during 
part of a program run will be examined in order to develop a visual idea of the 
connection between memory behavior and cache activity. Finally, a coarse-grained 
unit of time and a notion of interference in the cache between memory blocks will 
be defined. 

The analysis will then show that most memory blocks in the test programs 
have very short lifetimes and are not referenced many times. These facts, together 
with the object allocator's linear sweep through memory, imply that most memory 

blocks are spread through time and space in such a way that references to them 
cause little cache interference. Nearly all other blocks are not very active and are 
also not referenced many times, so they too cannot cause significant interference. 
Long-lived and frequently-referenced blocks, called busy blocks, are very rare, and 
turn out to improve cache performance more often than they degrade it. 
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3.1. Memory behaviors, memory blocks, and memory areas 

The memory behavior of a program run is a record of the program's computational 
actions with respect to main memory. Memory behaviors include allocation actions 

as well as read and write actions, and therefore contain more information than 
simple address traces. In general, a memory behavior also includes instruction 

references; these are unnecessary here, however, since the analysis only seeks to 
explain data-cache performance. 

The analysis of memory behaviors is carried out in terms of fixed-size memory 
blocks. Scheme objects might seem a more natural unit, but blocks, not objects, 
are the fundamental unit of transfer in practical memory systems. For simplicity, 
the cache- and memory-block size is fixed at 64 bytes; other block sizes will be 

discussed at the end of the chapter. Most Scheme objects are comparatively small, 
so a 64-byte block typically contains a handful of objects. 

Memory in the Yale T system is divided into four contiguous areas, which the 
analysis will consider in turn.* 

The dynamic area contains data objects created by programs as they run. The 

allocation pointer contains the address of the next available word in the dynamic 

area, and is incremented by each allocation action. When a program is run without 
collection, the allocation pointer starts at the base of the dynamic area and grows 
upward, without bound, until the end of the run. When a compacting collector 

is used, the allocation pointer starts at the base of the new-object area and grows 
upward until the end of the area is reached, at which time the collector is invoked. 

The static and loaded-data areas are similar, and will sometimes together be 
referred to as the static/loaded areas. The static area contains data structures and 
code for the compiler, library, and runtime system, and is identical for all program 

runs. The loaded-data area contains data and code loaded from files, or created, 
before the program starts running; it thus typically contains the program itself.** 
Because instruction references are ignored, code objects are only referenced as they 
are loaded or created. 

Finally, the stack area contains the procedure call stack. Call frames are 

contiguous and usually quite small, on the order of several words each. 
A block is considered active if it is referenced at least once. Active blocks are 

distinguished from inactive blocks because programs typically touch only a small 

fraction of the compiler, library, and runtime-system data in the static area. While 

all blocks in other areas are active, most static blocks are inactive. 

*Strictly speaking, this is true only when the garbage collector is disabled; when the collector is 
enabled, dynamic and loaded objects are spread among several areas. 

**All program measurements begin at the first instruction executed by the T system, so they include 
the loading process. 
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In the test programs, most active memory blocks are dynamic: 

ORBIT IMPS LP NB ODY GAMBIT 

Dynamic 99.39 70.54 98.75 99.73 98.13 % 
Static 0.45 0.74 0.44 0.11 0.26 
Loaded 0.14 28.71 0.79 0.15 1.54 
Stack 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.08 

ORBIT has few active loaded blocks because it is the T system's compiler, and 
therefore resides in the static area. The loaded-block percentage for IMPS is large 
because IMPS is a large system; that for NBODY, in contrast, is small because the 
program itself is small but it allocates much memory, more than any of the other 
programs. 

While most active memory blocks are dynamic, most references are to non
dynamic blocks: 

ORBIT IMPS LP NB ODY GAMBIT 

Dynamic 20.27 11.64 13.24 16.60 12.80 % 
Static 41.70 24.46 16.25 43.03 29.02 
Loaded 0.25 25.81 40.27 3.95 11.95 
Stack 37.73 37.95 30.23 34.49 46.22 

There is no obvious connection between the number of references in a non-dynamic 
area and the number of blocks in that area. In particular, the stack area in each 
program accounts for at least 30% of all references, yet it contains hardly any 
blocks. 
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3.2. Cache miss patterns 

When cache misses are plotted as a function of time, vanous patterns become 
apparent: 
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The horizontal x axis of this plot is calibrated in data references, which are the 

fundamental time unit of the analysis; there are 1024 references for each dot width. 

On the vertical y axis, there is one dot width for each of the 1024 blocks of a 64KB, 

64B-block direct-mapped cache. A dot is shown at ( x, y) if at least one miss 

occurred in cache block y during the x th 1024-reference interval. This plot shows 

cache misses for the first 1,784,831 references of a short run of ORBIT. 

The most prominent pattern is that of the diagonal stripes, which are due 
to allocation misses. When an object is allocated, the allocation pointer is first 

incremented by the new object's size; then the component words of the new object 

are initialized in ascending address order. Each time one of these initialization 

stores reaches a new dynamic memory block, an allocation miss occurs, flushing 

the cache block and allocating it to the newly-allocated block. A direct-mapped 

cache maps a memory block to a cache block by taking the memory block's index 

modulo the cache size (in blocks), so the allocation pointer continually sweeps the 

cache from one end to the other, leaving a trail of allocation misses. 
The slope of an allocation-miss stripe at a given point in time reflects the 

program's allocation rate, relative to its reference rate, at that time. The partial 

run shown in the plot is typical in that the allocation rate usually changes slowly, 
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but sometimes changes quickly. For example, the nearly vertical segment in the 

lower part of the second full stripe indicates that the allocation rate is very rapid 
for a short time; this is probably due to the allocation of one or a few large objects. 

For each cache block, time is divided by its allocation misses into a sequence 
of allocation cycles. An allocation cycle begins at each allocation miss in a block, 
and ends just before the next allocation miss in that block.* 

The length of an allocation cycle depends inversely upon the prevailing alloca
tion rate between its defining allocation misses. When the allocation rate is faster, 

cycles are shorter; when the rate is slower, cycles are longer: 
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The length of an allocation cycle depends directly upon the size of the cache, 

as does the total number of cycles that occur in a cache block during a program run. 
When the cache size is halved, the allocation pointer has half as many blocks to 

traverse before it revisits a cache block. Thus each allocation cycle is split into two 
shorter cycles, and the cycle count of each cache block is (approximately) doubled. 
Conversely, when the cache size is doubled, pairs of adjacent cycles are combined 
into longer cycles, and the cycle count of each cache block is (approximately) 
halved. 

*For simplicity, the partial cycles at the beginning and end of a program run are ignored. 
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Allocation cycles in 64KB caches are typically several hundred thousand to 
two million references in length: 
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This plot shows, for each test program, the cumulative frequency distribution of 

the lengths of its allocation cycles in a 64KB, 64B-block cache. A point on one of 

the curves indicates, in its y value, the fraction of allocation cycles with lengths no 
greater than its x value. Since each test program runs for at least one-half billion 

references, most allocation cycles are quite short, around a thousandth or less of 
the total program running time. Even the longest allocation cycles, which are few 
in number, account for less than a hundredth of the total running time. 

That allocation cycles in a 64KB cache are small relative to total program 
running times makes them a useful coarse-grained unit of time. If the activity of a 
memory block is confined to a few 64KB-cache cycles, then its activity is confined 
to a few short intervals of time. This is true in 64KB caches and in all larger caches, 

since each allocation cycle in a larger cache contains a power-of-two sequence of 
64KB-cache cycles. 
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3.3. Interference 

Intuitively, cache misses occur when memory blocks interfere with each other as 
they compete to use the same cache block. That several memory blocks map to 

one cache block, or collide, does not imply any interference, let alone significant 
interference. For example, if the references to each memory block occur in large, 

non-overlapping groups, then there will be little interference, and therefore few 
misses, in the shared cache block. On the other hand, if the memory blocks are 

referenced in a round-robin fashion then there will be maximal interference, i.e., 

the blocks will thrash, since every reference will cause a miss. 

To establish a connection from memory behavior to cache performance, a 
precise definition of interference is required: 

Memory block a is said to interfere with block b if there exists a reference 
to block a that can cause block b to be removed from the cache before 

the final reference to b occurs. 

Interference is an asymmetric relationship: It is possible for a to interfere with b, 
but for b never to interfere with a. This simplifies the analysis, for it allows memory 
blocks to be studied alone, or in classes, as sources of interference. If interference 
were a symmetric relationship, then the analysis would be complicated by having 
to consider pairwise combinations of memory blocks or classes of blocks. 

If a memory block is removed from the cache before its final reference, a miss 

will occur the next time it is referenced. This type of miss is called a restora

tion miss, so as to be distinguished from the allocation misses that occur when 
newly-allocated memory blocks are initialized. Unlike allocation misses, restora
tion misses always trigger memory fetches. 

The definition of interference captures the fact that, relative to the goal of 
eliminating restoration misses, interference from one block is just as bad as inter
ference from many blocks. For example, suppose that block b is referenced at times 

ti and t2. If a block colliding with bis referenced between t1 and t2, then b will be 
removed and a restoration miss for it will occur at t2 . If multiple colliding blocks 

are referenced during this interval, then still only one restoration miss will occur 
at t2. To eliminate the restoration miss for b requires eliminating all references 
to other blocks during the interval; if a reference to just one other block remains, 
b will still be removed from the cache. Therefore the definition of interference 
is carefully worded so that if a interferes with b, it is not guaranteed that b will 
actually be removed by a reference to a; it is guaranteed, however, that b will be 
removed by a reference to a if no reference to another block does so. To eliminate 
all restoration misses for b requires eliminating all interference with b. 
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The extent to which multi-cycle blocks can interfere with one-cycle blocks and 

with blocks in other areas is limited by the fact that nearly all multi-cycle blocks are 

only active in a few 64KB-cache allocation cycles. The relative inactivity of multi

cycle blocks can be seen by comparing, for the dynamic blocks in each program, the 
cumulative frequency distribution of their lifetimes with that of their active-cycle 

counts, where the active-cycle count of a block is just the number of allocation 

cycles in which it is active. The most striking example is GAMBIT, which has more 

long-lived blocks than the other programs: 
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The solid lifetime curve is similar to those in the previous graph, but block lifetimes 

are here measured in 64KB-cache allocation cycles instead of data references. A 
point on the dashed active-cycle curve shows, in its y value, the fraction of dynamic 

blocks whose 64KB-cache active-cycle counts are no greater than its x value.* Every 

dynamic block is active in at least one cycle, namely its initial allocation cycle, so 

the two curves start at the same point. 
The early, steep rise in the active-cycle curve, as compared to the lifetime 

curve, implies that even though there are a substantial number of blocks with 

lifetimes that span many allocation cycles, nearly all of these blocks are only active 

in a few cycles. For example, about 953 of all dynamic blocks have lifetimes of no 
more than 80 cycles, but the same fraction is active in no more than 4 cycles. 

*Unlike the lifetime distributions in the previous graph, the bin size in these distributions is 1. 
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For the other test programs, the difference between the two distributions is 

smaller: 
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The differences between the curves for these programs are smaller because the pro

grams have fewer long-lived dynamic blocks to begin with. In each case, however, 

nearly all multi-cycle blocks are only active in a few allocation cycles. 
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To summarize the behavior of dynamic memory blocks: The cyclic sweep of 
the allocation pointer distributes dynamic blocks both spatially, throughout the 

cache, and temporally, within each cache block. Most, and sometimes nearly all, 
dynamic blocks are one-cycle blocks and therefore cannot interfere with each other; 
if no other blocks interfere with them, then they will be allocated, live, and die 
entirely in the cache. The remaining multi-cycle blocks are dispersed in the cache 

by the allocation pointer, and so are unlikely to collide with each other. Nearly 
all multi-cycle blocks are only active in a few allocation cycles, which limits the 
extent to which they can interfere with other dynamic blocks or with blocks in 
other areas. Finally, the interference created by dynamic blocks is further limited 

by the fact that most dynamic blocks, regardless of lifetime, are referenced just a 

few times. 
This section has analyzed the behavior of the memory area containing most 

of the blocks in each program; the next three sections consider the memory areas 

that account for most references. 
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reference counts meet or exceed this threshold are to the left of the cross in each 
curve above. 

The high vertical positions of the busy-block crosses in all of the curves show 
that busy blocks account for many, and sometimes nearly all, program references. 
In the test programs there are between 59 and 155 busy blocks; thus busy blocks 
are but a small fraction of all active memory blocks: 

ORBIT IMPS LP NB ODY GAMBIT 

Active blocks 1,554,207 678,048 964,333 1,998,866 1,757,276 
Busy blocks 119 110 155 59 104 

Static 82 56 17 43 32 
Loaded 1 20 48 12 18 
Stack 36 34 90 4 54 

There are no busy dynamic blocks in these programs, but there is no reason why 
other programs could not have such blocks. ORBIT has just one busy loaded block, 
but then ORBIT has few loaded blocks anyway. 

3.6. Static and loaded blocks 

The static and loaded-data areas contain similar sorts of objects with similar behav

iors, so they will be analyzed together. Static/loaded blocks are arranged within 
their respective areas in an essentially random fashion, so they are uniformly dis
tributed throughout the cache. Thus one static/loaded block is about as likely as 
any other to collide with some other block. 

A few static/loaded blocks are busy blocks. Most busy blocks probably contain 
closures for frequently-called procedures, but a few are artifacts of the T system 
itself. In all of the test programs, the few busiest static/loaded blocks contain 
a 49-word vector internal to the T runtime system. This vector accounts for an 

average of 6. 7% of all program references. It contains the allocation pointer and 

the limit pointer, which points to the word immediately following the dynamic 
area.* In every allocation action, the allocation and limit pointers are read and the 
allocation pointer is written. The runtime-system vector also contains pointers to 
frequently-called internal routines; among these are routines for object allocation 
and for uncommon types of procedure calls. The pointers to the procedure-call 
support routines are sometimes more frequently referenced than the allocation and 

limit pointers; this is the case for ORBIT, IMPS, and GAMBIT. Compared to the 

*When the garbage collector is enabled, a collection is triggered whenever the requested allocation 
would cause the allocation pointer to reach or exceed the limit pointer. 
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allocation and limit pointers and the internal-routine pointers, the other words in 

the runtime-system vector are seldom referenced. 

Nearly all static/loaded blocks are not busy blocks, and their behaviors are 

similar to those of multi-cycle dynamic blocks. Most static/loaded blocks are 
only active in a few 64KB-cache allocation cycles, as is shown by the cumulative 

frequency distributions of their active-cycle counts: 
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This graph is much like the separate graphs of active-cycle curves for multi-cycle 

dynamic blocks presented earlier (p. 32), except that lifetime curves are not shown 

and the curves for all programs are presented in a single graph. 

Compared to the active-cycle curves for multi-cycle dynamic blocks, one curve 

for the static/loaded blocks starts at a lower point and does not grow as quickly. 

Thus, in that program, ORBIT, static/loaded blocks tend to be active in a few more 

cycles than multi-cycle dynamic blocks. Even in ORBIT, however, the activity of 

most such blocks is confined to a small part of the total program running time. 

Therefore most static/loaded blocks cannot be a significant source of interference 

in any of the test programs. 
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Most static/loaded blocks are not referenced many times, which also limits 

the amount of interference they can create: 
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Like multi-cycle dynamic blocks, most static/loaded blocks are referenced fewer 

than 64 times. In contrast, however, a significant number of blocks have reference 
counts greater than lK. Because there are so few blocks in the higher sample bins, 

the solid average line is not visibly raised above zero. 
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3.7. Stack blocks 

In all of the test programs, the stack exhibits high temporal and spatial local

ity. Nearly all stack references are concentrated in a small contiguous group of 

extremely busy blocks: 
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This graph shows, for each program, the cumulative distribution of stack references 

over stack block addresses. The x axis is calibrated in 64-byte blocks from the base 

of the stack, which is placed at the origin. A point on a curve shows, in its y value, 

the fraction of all program references that are to the stack block at its x value or 

to any stack block logically below that block. The x value of the endpoint of each 

curve is the maximum stack size, while the y value of the endpoint is the fraction 

of all references that are stack references. 

The sharp upward jump at the start of each curve indicates the presence of a 

few extremely busy blocks at the lower end of the stack; the nearly horizontal final 

segments imply comparatively little activity in higher blocks in the stack. Thus 

the call stack is only rarely deeper than about one hundred blocks. 

In most of the test programs, the stack fits entirely within the cache. As can 
be seen in the graph, the stack in one program, GAMBIT, reaches 1.3K blocks, while 

the others remain well under lK. Thus stack blocks interfere with each other only 

in GAMBIT, and then only in the two smallest caches being considered, namely 32 

and 64KB; in no case do busy stack blocks interfere with each other. 
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3.8. From behavior to performance 

Having described various properties of the test programs' memory behaviors in 
terms of each memory area, a connection can now be made from these properties 
to measured cache performance. In order to do this, consider how the activity 
that takes place in a single cache block determines that block's independent, local 

performance. 
A cache block will see references to one new dynamic memory block at the 

start of each allocation cycle; this block is likely to be a short-lived, one-cycle block. 
A cache block may also see references to a few multi-cycle dynamic blocks, a few 

non-busy static/loaded blocks, and perhaps a non-busy stack block; these blocks 

are likely to be active in only a small number of allocation cycles. All of these 

memory blocks, short-lived or otherwise, are non-busy, and so will be referenced 
relatively few times. 

A cache block might also see references to one or more busy blocks. The 

number of busy blocks that map to a cache block places it, roughly, at either end 
of a range of local performance: 

Worst case: Two or more busy blocks map to the cache block. Because 

busy blocks are so frequently referenced, they may thrash, making the 

cache block's local performance quite bad. Thrashing memory blocks are 

visible as horizontal stripes in cache miss plots (p. 26). 

Best case: Exactly one busy block maps to the cache block. Every ref
erence to another memory block might entail two misses, namely one to 
reference the other block and another to restore the busy block. But the 
sheer number of references to the busy block will generate enough hits to 
far outweigh these misses, so the cache block's local performance will be 
very good. 

There are few busy blocks relative to the number of cache blocks, even in a small 
cache, so they are unlikely to collide and thrash. Moreover, it is often the case that 
many busy blocks are in the stack area, where they do not collide. Therefore the 

best case is expected to be more common than the worst case. 
Most cache blocks will not have any busy blocks mapped to them. Each such 

less-referenced cache block will see references only to non-busy blocks, which are 
not likely to create much interference. Its local performance should therefore fall 
between the best and worst cases above. The performance of a less-referenced 
cache block may approach that of the worst case, but it cannot be better than the 
best case. Less-referenced cache blocks have too few references, and therefore too 

few hits, to compete with those that contain exactly one busy block. 
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The effect of a cache block's local performance on the overall global perfor
mance of the cache depends upon the total number of references that it sees. Thus 
most cache blocks, accounting for relatively few references, will have a small effect 
on the cache's global performance; the worst- and best-case cache blocks will play 
a much more significant role. The positive effect of the best cases should more 
than outweigh the negative effect of the worst cases. 

The local performance of cache blocks, the relationship between local and 
global performance, and the balancing of worst- and best-case cache blocks is 
illustrated in the following graph of cache activity in ORBIT: 
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In this graph, the 1024 cache blocks of a 64KB, 64B-block cache are arranged on 
the x axis in ascending reference-count order; the least-referenced cache block is 
on the left, while the most-referenced cache block is on the right. 

The dotted and dashed curves, associated with the right-hand scale, are the 
cumulative distributions among cache blocks of misses and references, respectively. 
As in Chapter 2, only restoration misses are shown; allocation misses are ignored. 
A point on the dotted curve indicates, in its y value, the fraction of all misses 
that occur in the x th least-referenced cache block or to cache blocks referenced 
no more times than that block; similarly, the dashed curve accumulates cache
block reference counts. The reference and miss curves grow quickly only toward 
the right-hand side of the graph; thus, unsurprisingly, most misses occur in the 
most-referenced cache blocks. 
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The dots are associated with the left-hand logarithmic miss-ratio scale. There 

is one dot for each cache block; its height records the local miss ratio of that block. 

Dots in the upper quarter of the graph have bad local performance, while those in 

the lower quarter have good local performance. Some of the less-referenced cache 
blocks perform badly, but the local miss ratios of most of these blocks fall into the 

central half of the graph. The hundred or so most-referenced cache blocks have 

local miss ratios ranging from very bad, corresponding to the worst case, to very 

good, corresponding to the best case. 

Finally, the solid cumulative miss-ratio curve shows the significance of each 

cache block's local performance to the global performance of the cache. A point 

on this curve indicates, in its y value, what the miss ratio of the cache would be if 

only cache blocks at and prior to its x value were being considered. The change in 

the y value at some point, relative to that of the preceding point, reflects the effect 

of the local performance of the cache block at that point upon the cache's global 

performance. The height of the endpoint of the curve is the global miss ratio of 

the cache. 

Because most cache blocks do not account for many references, the cumulative 

miss ratio does not change significantly until it reaches the more-referenced cache 

blocks. At that point, however, it becomes more volatile, with worst- and best

case cache blocks pulling it up and down, respectively. The best-case cache blocks 

prevail in the end, pulling the cumulative miss ratio down and more than making 

up for the worst cases. Because of the logarithmic miss-ratio scale, the final drop 

in the curve may appear small, but in fact it falls from 0.027 to 0.017, a factor of 

about 1.6. 
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A similar pattern usually holds, with variations, for the other test programs. 
For example, NBODY exhibits a more pronounced concentration of references and 
misses in the last few cache blocks, but again the best cases prevail: 
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One cache block performs quite badly in NBODY, with a local miss ratio of 0.566, 
but its effect on the global miss ratio, while visible, is small because it does not 
see a large number of references. 
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In some programs there are no worst-case cache blocks, so the best-case blocks 

just improve the cache's global performance over that of the less-referenced cache 

blocks. This occurs in LP: 
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An exception to the pattern occurs in IMPS: 
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Cache blocks, in ascending reference-count order 

The initial jump in the cumulative miss-ratio curve for IMPS shows that the few 

least-referenced blocks have very good local performance, but these blocks account 

for so few references that they have only a minuscule effect on the global miss ratio. 

More importantly, the large jump near the end of the cumulative miss-ratio curve 

is caused by a single cache block with a truly terrible local miss ratio of 0.972. 

This cache block sees references to a busy stack block and a busy loaded block in 
almost perfect alternation, resulting in vigorous thrashing. The global miss ratio 

could be improved dramatically by eliminating this thrashing; techniques for doing 

so will be presented in Chapter 4. 
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A more notable exception to the pattern occurs in GAMBIT: 
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Like LP, there are no worst-case cache blocks in GAMBIT. Most of the less
referenced blocks, however, perform badly, with typical local miss ratios roughly 
an order of magnitude higher than those seen in the other programs. As a conse
quence, the dotted cumulative-miss curve for GAMBIT is nearly diagonal, indicating 
that misses are spread throughout the cache rather than being concentrated in the 
most-referenced cache blocks. In the end, though, the best-case cache blocks again 
pull the global miss ratio down to a more satisfactory level. 

The local miss-ratio data for GAMBIT show that less-referenced cache blocks 
do not always have good local performance. In GAMBIT, this may be due to the fact 
that the program has many long-lived dynamic blocks. The dynamic-block lifetime 
curve for GAMBIT (the solid curve in the graph on p. 30), contains a significant 
jump between 16M and 32M references. If these long-lived blocks are referenced 
around the same time, perhaps in a linear fashion as GAMBIT produces object code 
in its final assembly phase, they could cause many cache misses. 

The preceding graphs show the activity of the test programs in small, 64KB 

caches. As was seen in Chapter 2, the cache performance of the test programs 
improves dramatically as the cache size increases. With more cache blocks, busy 
memory blocks are less likely to collide; thus the worst case becomes less common 
and the best case becomes more common. Also, allocation cycles double ( ap
proximately) in length each time the cache size doubles; thus even more dynamic 

---------- ~~--
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blocks will tend to be one-cycle blocks, improving the local performance of the 

less-referenced cache blocks. 

These trends can be seen by comparing the cache-activity graphs for ORBIT 
running in 64KB and 128KB caches: 
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In the larger cache, more of the most-referenced cache blocks have good local 

performance. The performance of the less-referenced cache blocks is also improved, 

as they are more tightly clustered about the cumulative miss-ratio curve, which is 

lower than that of the smaller cache. 

IMPS, which thrashes in a 64KB cache, exhibits a dramatic improvement in a 

128KB cache: 
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Not only has thrashing been eliminated, but, as with ORBIT, both the less- and 

most-referenced cache blocks exhibit improved local performance. 

The analysis has only considered 64-byte blocks. Most objects in Scheme 
programs are smaller than even 16-byte blocks. If smaller blocks were used, the 

objects responsible for causing blocks to be long-lived or busy would affect a smaller 

fraction of all memory blocks. Thus, performing the behavioral measurements at 

a smaller block size should reveal stronger extremes in various properties. For 
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4. Applications and extensions of the analysis 

Thus far, only five Scheme test programs have been studied. Chapter 2 established 
that they have good cache performance without any garbage collection at all, and 
that a simple compacting collector performs well in most cases. Chapter 3 estab
lished that the programs' good cache performance follows from natural properties 
of their memory behavior. 

This chapter applies the results of Chapter 3 to devise ways in which the 
performance of the test programs might be improved; it then goes beyond the 

test programs to generalize the analysis, and therefore the prior results, to other 

programs and other programming languages. 

4.1. Improving program performance 

As mentioned earlier, a simple way to improve a program's performance is to 
improve its cache performance by using a larger cache. The measurements and 
analysis of Chapter 3 suggest three other possibilities: Relocate objects to reduce 
interference, use the memory hierarchy more carefully, and decrease the allocation 

rate. None of these methods impose significant runtime costs. 

Relocate objects to reduce interference. The cache-activity graph for IMPS (p. 46) 
and, to a lesser degree, that for NBODY (p. 44), revealed that busy-block thrashing 
can be a significant source of misses in small, 64KB caches. The performance of 

both programs could be improved by eliminating this thrashing; in terms of the 
cache-activity graphs, all large upward jumps in the cumulative miss ratio curves 

would be eliminated. 
That thrashing occurs in two of the five test programs suggests that it might 

occur in many other programs, at least in smaller caches. While thrashing is less 
likely in larger caches, it is still possible. The remainder of this subsection sketches 

a method for reducing interference by eliminating thrashing. 
The fundamental idea is to first identify all busy objects, by gathering profile 

information on object reference counts, and then permanently relocate these ob
jects to new addresses so that they do not collide in the cache. While conceptually 
straightforward, realizing this goal requires careful engineering. 

In the Scheme system used in this investigation, namely the MIPS implemen
tation of the T system, when and how an object is relocated depends upon the 
type of memory in which it resides. Objects in the linked area must be relocated 
when the system load image is constructed. Dynamic and loaded objects must be 
relocated at runtime, as they are created. The stack can only be relocated once, 

when the system starts. 
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These differences suggest that the target machine's cache be divided into three 

regions, one for each of these groups. Arrange for the lower portion of the stack 

area to map into the stack's cache region; since the stack is usually small, most 
stack references should fall within this region. Allocate two reserved memory areas, 
one for linked objects and one for dynamic and loaded objects, such that each area 
maps exactly into its corresponding cache region. Eliminating thrashing is then 
a simple matter of relocating busy objects into these reserved areas in a linear 

fashion. There are usually few busy objects, so even in small caches it should be 
possible to choose sufficiently large regions. Regions chosen for a small cache will 

work in all larger caches, so this optimization need not be performed for every 
expected cache size. 

It seems likely that some linked objects in the Scheme library and runtime 
system will be busy in most programs; thus it may suffice to relocate them just 
once, based upon profile data gathered from a large set of programs. For a specific 

program, dynamic and loaded objects can be relocated by means of a special al
location primitive that allocates objects in the appropriate reserved memory area. 
Calls to the ordinary allocator must be replaced by calls to this special allocator 

wherever busy objects are created. 

This method can be taken further to not only eliminate thrashing, but to 

reduce the remaining interference caused by busy objects. To do so requires that 

the profile data also include information about the times at which each object is 
referenced. Then busy objects can be relocated so that those that are referenced 
together tend to be placed in the same memory block. As this enhancement requires 

significantly more profile data, it may only be worth doing for linked data objects. 

The idea of using profile information to statically relocate data so as to im
prove program performance in a memory hierarchy was first explored by Hatfield 
and Gerald in the context of virtual-memory systems [26]; Stamos studied similar 

methods for relocating objects in Smalltalk [67]. McFarling, Pettis and Hansen, and 
Samples have described profile-based methods for statically improving instruction
cache performance [44, 54, 63], and at least one contemporary commercial compiler 

system provides a tool for that purpose [47]. 

Use the memory hierarchy more carefully. A second way to improve program per
formance is to seek ways in which the language implementation-i.e., the compiler 
and runtime system-might make more efficient use of the memory hierarchy. The 
T system provides a good example of an opportunity for this method. 

As mentioned in §3.6, a few words in an internal runtime-system vector ac

count for 6. 73 of all references, on average, in the test programs. The ORBIT 

compiler uses only 27 of the 32 registers in the MIPS architecture; three of the 
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remaining five are reserved for the operating system and the c library, leaving two 

registers free. It would be straightforward to place two of the busy runtime-system 

words in these registers. For example, assigning the allocation pointer and the 

limit pointer to registers would speed up every allocation operation by at least 3 
instructions, since it would no longer be necessary to load both pointers and up

date the allocation pointer. The improvement would be even more significant if 

eliminating these memory references were also to reduce the amount of interference 

created by references to the runtime-system vector. 

Counter-intuitively, this improvement could actually increase both miss ratios 

and cache overheads. Miss ratios are likely to increase because references to the 

allocation and limit pointers probably hit in the cache most of the time; removing 

these references will decrease both the total number of misses and, to a greater 

degree, the number of references. Cache overheads may increase because, while a 

program will have fewer misses, it will also execute fewer instructions. Nonetheless, 

overall performance, as measured by total program running time, should improve. 

Decrease the allocation rate. The analysis of memory behavior showed that having 

a large number of one-cycle dynamic blocks is important for good cache perfor
mance. Absent other interference, one-cycle blocks will be allocated, live, and die 

entirely in the cache. The number of one-cycle blocks can be increased by increas

ing the lengths of allocation cycles, which can be done by decreasing the allocation 

rate. While the allocation rate could be decreased by using a more imperative pro

gramming style, a better approach is to use a compiler that employs static-analysis 

methods to enable optimizations that decrease the allocation rate. 

One way that a compiler can decrease the allocation rate is to convert heap 

allocations into stack allocations. This is already done to some extent by the T 

system's compiler, ORBIT, which analyzes procedure closures to determine when 

they can be allocated on the stack instead of in the heap [39]. Good Lisp compilers 

use stack allocation for floating-point numbers [11, 68]; a more general analysis can 

be used to stack-allocate other small objects [13, 51]. 

Stack-allocation optimizations must be used with care: The number of cache 
misses incurred while referencing objects in the stack must not be larger than the 

number of misses avoided by increasing allocation-cycle lengths. There is no way 
for a compiler to guarantee this property, since that requires knowing too much 

about the runtime behavior of the program being compiled. In practice, however, 

judiciously used stack-allocation optimizations usually yield a stack that tends to 
be resident in the cache. In fact, the cache misses avoided by referencing cache

resident stack-allocated objects that would otherwise be in the heap may be more 

significant than the misses avoided by increasing allocation-cycle lengths. 
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For example, the stack optimizations performed by ORBIT work well in a 
cache. It was seen in §3. 7 that the stack has very high spatial and temporal 
reference locality in ORBIT-compiled programs, since most stack activity occurs in 

a few busy stack blocks. As long as these busy blocks do not thrash, they will 
tend to reside in the cache. If these blocks were not busy, however, and yet were 
referenced with moderate frequency over long periods of time, then they would not 
tend to be cache-resident; the cyclic sweep of the allocation pointer would flush 

them once per allocation cycle. Therefore stack-allocation optimizations should 

only be used when there is reasonable certainty that the stack will retain its high 

reference locality. 
The ability of carefully used stack-allocation optimizations to improve cache 

performance by converting heap allocations into stack allocations leads to: 

Conjecture 1. Stack allocation can be faster than garbage collection. 

Appel has argued for the reverse proposition, namely that garbage collection can 
be faster than stack allocation [3]. Appel observes that the overhead of a copying 

garbage collector depends not upon the amount of garbage it reclaims, but upon 
the amount of live data it must copy during each collection. Since this latter 

quantity is approximately constant in many programs, collection overhead can be 
made arbitrarily small by increasing the amount of physical memory available for 
the heap, which will decrease the collection frequency. The overhead of managing a 

stack, in contrast, is fixed. Stack frames are usually not large, and there is no way to 
avoid the instructions that push and pop each frame. Therefore garbage collection 

can be made cheaper than stack allocation by using more physical memory. 
Appel's argument assumes that the cost of accessing memory is constant, but 

this is not true in memory systems with caches. If cache misses have a significant 

cost, the instructions required to manage a stack that tends to reside in the cache 
may be cheap compared to the misses incurred while referencing objects that reside 

in the heap. 
A case in point is Appel's implementation of Standard ML [5]. Any implemen

tation of ML is likely to have high allocation rates, if only because ML encourages 

a highly-functional programming style [52]. In Appel's implementation, allocation 
rates are made higher still by his decision to allocate procedure-call frames in the 
heap rather than on a stack. This strategy has a number of advantages. Heap
allocating call frames simplifies the compiler, which need not analyze closures to 
determine when they can be stack-allocated. Using heap-allocated call frames also 
admits a particularly simple implementation of the call-with-current-continuation 

primitive; with a more conventional call stack, intricate support from the runtime 
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system is required for this operation to be efficient [15, 29]. Despite these ad

vantages, Conjecture 1 suggests that the cache performance of Appel's ML system 
might be improved considerably by modifying the compiler to allocate call frames 
on a stack. 

Aside from stack-allocation optimizations, a second way to decrease the allo
cation rate is to eliminate some heap allocations altogether. This goal has been 
investigated in the context of pure functional languages [24, 73], and could per

haps be adapted to languages such as Scheme and ML, which tend to be used in a 
functional style. 

This section has shown three ways in which the performance of the five Scheme 
test programs might be improved; the results of the next section will make these 
methods applicable to a wider range of programs. 

4.2. Generalizing the analysis 

In Chapter 3, the memory behaviors of the test programs were analyzed to explain 

why their cache performance is so good. In this section, the analysis will be 

generalized to other programs and to other languages. 

According to the analysis of Chapter 3, a program will have good cache per
formance if it satisfies the following three properties: 

(1) The program has few busy memory blocks; 

(2) The program has many short-lived dynamic blocks that are referenced 
just a few times; 

(3) Nearly all other blocks are only active in a few allocation cycles, and are 

also referenced just a few times. 

None of these properties are specific to the test programs, therefore they should 
hold for other Scheme programs written in a similar, mostly-functional style. More
over, none of these properties are specific to Scheme, hence: 

Conjecture 2. Properties (1)-(3) above hold for programs written in a 
mostly-functional style in garbage-collected languages other than Scheme. 

Reasoning about other programming styles leads to: 

Conjecture 3. Properties (1)-(3) above hold across a range of program
ming styles in garbage-collected languages. 
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This conjecture is based upon the intuitive observation that, across programming 
styles, allocation rates vary inversely with object lifetimes. 

Recall that the number of one-cycle dynamic blocks depends upon the cache 
size, the allocation rate, and the lifetimes of dynamic blocks; the lifetimes of dy
namic blocks, in turn, depend upon the lifetimes of the objects in those blocks. 
In a programming language that encourages a more functional style than Scheme, 

e.g., ML, the allocation rate is higher, but object lifetimes are shorter. Therefore 
ML programs may also have a large number of one-cycle dynamic blocks.* There is 
no reason to believe that ML programs will have substantially more busy blocks, 
and the highly-functional style suggests that there will be even fewer multi-cycle 

non-busy blocks. Thus it is plausible that properties (1)-(3) will hold for ML 

programs. 
Toward the other end of the functional-imperative spectrum, in a program

ming language that encourages a more imperative style than Scheme, e.g., CLU, 

object lifetimes are longer, but allocation rates are lower. Therefore CLU programs 

may also have a large number of one-cycle dynamic blocks. In this case, how
ever, it is less clear that properties (1) and (3) will hold. The more imperative 
style suggests that CLU programs may have more multi-cycle, non-busy blocks 

that are active in many cycles. Thus the sharp distinction between busy and non

busy blocks that was observed in Chapter 3 may not be seen in CLU programs. 

Nonetheless, properties (1)-(3) may hold in languages that encourage a slightly 
more imperative style than Scheme. 

4.3. Programming styles and cache performance 

These considerations of programming style lead to a final conjecture: 

Conjecture 4. Allocation can be preferable to mutation. 

That is, on machines where cache performance can significantly impact program 
performance, the performance of programs written in a mostly-functional style in a 

linearly-allocating, garbage-collected language may be superior to that of programs 
written in an imperative style in a language without garbage collection. 

The intuitive argument for this conjecture is as follows. Allocation activity 
is like a wave that continually sweeps through the cache; the allocation pointer 
defines the crest of the wave. A program written in a mostly-functional style rides 
the allocation wave, just as a surfer rides an ocean wave. The program loads 
data from old dynamic blocks in front of the wave's crest; there is a good chance 
that these blocks are still in the cache, since the vast majority of dynamic blocks 

*It may be necessary to stack-allocate procedure-call frames in order to achieve this. 
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are one-cycle blocks and there is little interference from most other blocks. The 
program then computes on this data and stores the result, usually in new dynamic 
blocks just behind the crest; it is highly likely that these blocks are still in the 

cache, since they were just allocated. 
The work involved in copying data from old dynamic blocks to new ones, 

together with the accompanying cost of eventually running a garbage collector, 

may seem wasteful. An imperative style, however, will have other costs. In place of 

garbage-collection costs will be the costs of allocation and deallocation operations, 

which could be significant in terms of both instructions executed and cache misses 
incurred. 

More importantly, a program written in an imperative style will not benefit 

from the naturally good cache performance that is implied by properties (1)-(3) 
above. In an imperative program, whether two data objects interfere in the cache, 
or even thrash, is usually a matter of chance. There are static-analysis methods 
for improving the cache performance of specific types of imperative programs; 

e.g., an optimization called blocking can improve the cache performance of matrix 
computations [25, 41]. It seems unlikely, however, that methods will be found for 
improving the cache performance of a wide class of imperative programs, especially 

a class that includes programs that make use of many small and short-lived data 
objects. 

Proponents of garbage-collected programming languages have long argued 

their case from standpoints of correctness and programmer productivity. It is plau

sible that such languages may also have a significant performance advantage on 
machines where cache performance is an important part of program performance. 
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4.4. Conclusion 

This chapter has applied the measurements and analysis of Chapter 3 to show 

three ways in which the cache performance of the test programs could be im

proved. These methods involve relocating objects to reduce interference, making 

more careful use of the memory hierarchy, and decreasing the allocation rate; none 

of these optimizations impose significant runtime costs. 

This chapter has also extended the analysis of Chapter 3, arguing that it 

should apply to other Scheme programs, to programs written in different languages 

but in a similar style, to programs written in languages that encourage an even 

more functional style, such as ML, and perhaps even to languages that encourage a 

somewhat more imperative style, such as CLU. There are, therefore, good reasons 

to believe that the results of Chapter 2, as well as the performance-improvement 

methods discussed in this chapter, are widely applicable. 
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5. Summary and conclusion 

Inexorable trends in computer technology are making cache performance an in

creasingly important part of program performance. Prior work on the cache perfor

mance of garbage-collected languages has either assumed or argued that programs 
written in these languages will have poor cache performance if little or no garbage 

collection is done. This dissertation has argued to the contrary: Many such pro

grams are naturally well-suited to the direct-mapped caches typically found in high

performance computer systems. This conclusion is supported by measurements of 

the cache performance of five nontrivial Scheme programs, by a qualitative analysis 

of how the programs' memory behaviors determine their cache performance, and 

by considerations of how programming style determines memory behavior. 

The control experiment, reported in Chapter 2, revealed that the programs 

have excellent cache performance without any garbage collection at all. On two 

hypothetical processors, one slow and one fast, each coupled with caches of typical 

sizes and a realistic high-performance memory system, the programs spend less 

than five percent of their total running time, on average, waiting for cache misses 

to be serviced. With so little room for improvement, seeking better cache perfor

mance hardly seems necessary; human effort might be better spent improving other 

performance aspects of the hardware, the language system, or even the programs 

themselves. Moreover, no method for improving cache performance that imposes 

significant runtime costs of its own could possibly be effective. Aggressive garbage 

collection is likely to be such a method. 

In practice, some garbage collection must be done in order to ensure good 

virtual-memory performance. The second experiment described in Chapter 2 

showed that when the test programs are limited to a modest amount of mem

ory, they perform well, in most cases, with a simple, efficient, and infrequently-run 

compacting collector. In the remaining cases, they should perform well with a sim

ple and infrequently-run generational compacting collector. An infrequently-run 

compacting collector yields good program performance because it can collect often 

enough to minimize virtual-memory page faults, yet rarely enough to keep garbage
collection overhead low. Moreover, by collecting infrequently and allowing objects 

to be allocated linearly from a large contiguous memory area, it approximates 

the idealized case of no collection and thereby takes advantage of the program's 

naturally good cache performance. 

In Chapter 3, a connection was established between the memory behavior of 
the test programs and their measured cache performance when run without garbage 

collection. The mostly-functional programming style typically used in Scheme 

programs implies that most data objects, and therefore most memory blocks, have 
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very short lifetimes and are referenced only a few times. The linear sweep through 

memory of the allocation pointer naturally disperses these short-lived blocks in 

time and space so that they rarely interfere in the cache. Most blocks with longer 

lifetimes can create only a limited amount of interference, for they are active in 

only a few allocation cycles and, like short-lived blocks, are referenced only a few 

times. The few long-lived blocks capable of significant interference, the busy blocks, 

are referenced so often, and collide in the cache sufficiently rarely, that they more 

often improve, rather than degrade, overall cache performance. Therefore the test 

programs have good cache performance because they are naturally well-suited to 
direct-mapped caches. 

Even though Chapter 2 showed that the cache performance of the test pro

grams is not desperately in need of improvement, Chapter 4 described three meth

ods by which it might be improved anyway. While some of these techniques are 

not simple to implement, all are practical and none require a sophisticated garbage 

collector or impose significant runtime costs. 

Finally, Chapter 4 reconsidered the behavioral properties leading to good 

cache performance that were identified in Chapter 3. It was argued that these 

properties should hold for other Scheme programs and for programs written in 

different languages but in a similar, mostly-functional style. These properties are 

also likely to hold for programs written in languages that encourage a more func

tional style, and they may hold for programs written in languages that encourage 

a somewhat more imperative style. 

Therefore the results of the previous chapters are likely to apply to a wide 

range of programs in a variety of garbage-collected languages. Such programs will 

have good cache performance because their memory behaviors are naturally well

suited to direct-mapped caches. The best memory-allocation strategy will be linear 

allocation; the best garbage-collection strategy will be one of infrequent compacting 

collection. Complex and costly means for improving cache performance, such as 

aggressive garbage collection, are likely to be neither necessary nor effective. 

The remainder of this chapter reviews prior work and discusses topics for 

future work. 

5.1. Prior work 

Improving the performance of garbage-collected programming languages is a goal 

of long standing. In relation to memory hierarchies, this goal has motivated the de

sign of garbage collectors that improve program performance by improving virtual

memory performance. Fenichel and Yochelson [23], elaborating upon an idea due 

to Minsky [46], described the first copying compacting collector designed specifi-
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cally to reduce page faults. Their method was further extended by Cheney [14], 
who devised an elegant and significant space optimization, and by Baker [6], who 
invented an incremental variant of Cheney's algorithm. The next major advance 
was generational garbage collection, due to Lieberman and Hewitt [42], which ex
ploits natural properties of programs to reduce collection pause times and further 

improve virtual-memory performance. Generational collection is now widely ac

cepted, having been implemented in many different language systems [4, 7, 12, 18, 
49, 64, 66, 69, 72]. 

In contrast with the work done on virtual-memory performance, only recently 
has serious attention begun to be paid to the cache performance of garbage
collected languages. Peng and Sohi seem to have been the first to realize that cache 
performance could be improved by exploiting natural properties of programs [53]. 

Wilson, Lam, and Moher originally suggested that a generational garbage collec

tor might be designed specifically to improve cache performance [7 4, 75]; their 

work was taken further by Zorn [79]. Important work in this area has also been 
done by Koopman, Lee, and Siewiorek [36, 37]; as they are concerned with the 
performance of combinator-graph reduction, an implementation technique for lazy 
functional languages [55], their work will not be reviewed in detail here. 

The remainder of this section summarizes the work of Peng and Sohi, Wil
son et al., and Zorn, and compares it to the investigation presented here. Some 

of these authors' conclusions are contrary to those of the present work, but the 
apparent contradictions are due either to significant differences in the classes of 

machines studied or to statements that are, in fact, unjustified. 
The earliest published study of the data-cache performance of a garbage

collected language is that of Peng and Sohi [53], who measured eight small Lisp 
programs running on a simulated machine similar to the Symbolics 3600 Lisp ma
chine [50]. As in the present work, they measured programs when run without 

garbage collection in order to understand intrinsic program behavior. Their mea
surements of dynamic memory-block lifetimes are quite similar to those shown 
in §3.4; they also measured inter-reference times, which were not measured here. 

Peng and Sohi observed the ability of a cache-block allocation instruction to im

prove cache performance by eliminating allocation fetches, as noted in §2.5, and 
measured this improvement. They also developed two further optimizations; one 
reduces memory traffic by eliminating write-backs of cache blocks that contain only 
garbage objects, while the other improves cache performance further by means of a 
replacement strategy that reuses blocks containing garbage objects before reusing 
blocks containing live objects. 

Peng and Sohi's work was pioneering, but it is limited in a number of ways. 
Their second two optimizations achieve near-zero miss and memory-traffic ratios 
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for their test programs, but require both custom hardware and a collector capable 
of detecting garbage quickly. The latter requirement can only be met by aggressive 
collection or by reference-counting, which has serious drawbacks of its own [16]. 
Peng and Sohi did not consider the hardware and software costs of implement
ing such strategies. More generally, they only measured the performance of small 
caches, from 512B to 64KB, and they only considered references to dynamic mem

ory, assuming that some other mechanism would cache stack references. Combined 

with the fact that they simulated a machine designed specifically for Lisp rather 

than a more conventional architecture, these limitations imply that their conclu
sion, namely that garbage-collected programs are likely to perform poorly with 
direct-mapped caches, is not widely applicable; in particular, it does not contra
dict the results of the present work. 

Wilson, Lam, and Moher were the first to study the interactions between gen
erational garbage collection and cache performance [74, 75]. Observing that gen
erational collectors can improve the performance of virtual memories by cyclically 

reusing a modest amount of memory on a relatively small time scale, they reasoned 
that this idea could also be applied to improve the performance of caches. While 

intuitively appealing, this reasoning does not obviously hold when the fundamen
tal differences between virtual memories and caches are considered; in particular, 
virtual memories typically employ a least-recently-used replacement policy, while 
practical caches are direct-mapped or perhaps set-associative with a small set size. 
Nonetheless, thus was born the notion of what has here been called 'aggressive 
garbage collection.' 

To test this idea, Wilson et al. measured the miss ratios of four Scheme pro
grams running with a generational collector in direct-mapped, two-way, and four

way set-associative caches. Their measurements show that cache performance is 
much better when the cache is large enough to hold most of the memory used by 

the collector; their data also shows that set-associative caches have better perfor
mance, in most cases, than direct-mapped caches of the same size. 

Taken alone, these results are not surprising. In their conclusion, however, 

Wilson et al. state: 

If a large enough cache is available, software techniques can decrease miss ratios ap
preciably by keeping the youngest generation in cache, and reducing its footprint by 
reusing a creation region at every cycle, rather than simply alternating between two 
semispaces. [75, p. 41]. 

The experiment described in their paper does not provide evidence for this asser
tion. Wilson et al. only measured the performance of a single aggressive collector; 
to support the above conclusion requires comparing an aggressive collector with 
an infrequently-run semispace collector. Therefore the results of the present work, 
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including the observation that infrequent compacting collection should suffice for 

good cache performance, are not contradicted by the data of Wilson et al. 

Beyond this unsupported conclusion, the work of Wilson et al. is limited in 

other ways. They ran their test programs in a byte-coded implementation of 

Scheme [34], rather than in a system with a true compiler. The programs them

selves are relatively small, executing tens of millions of byte-code instructions and 

allocating several megabytes of data. Finally, Wilson et al. only measured miss ra

tios, making no attempt to account for the temporal costs of garbage collection and 

cache activity, and they did not consider caches with write-miss policies capable 

of eliminating allocation fetches. 

More recently, Zorn, expanding upon results presented in his doctoral disserta

tion, went beyond Wilson et al. to compare the cache performance of two different 

generational garbage collectors [78, 79]. Zorn implemented both a noncompacting 

mark-and-sweep collector, which moves objects only when they are advanced from 

one generation to the next, and a more traditional copying collector. He measured 

the simulated data-cache performance of four large Lisp programs running with 

these collectors. Each program allocates between 15E6 and 82E6 bytes of data and 

makes tens of millions of data references, although only the first twenty million 

references of each program were used. Measurements were made with the collec

tors' youngest generations set to sizes ranging from 128KB to 2MB, so in all cases 

the collectors were aggressive. 

Zorn's main experimental results are that larger cache sizes lead to lower 

miss ratios, that the mark-and-sweep collector achieved lower miss ratios than the 

copying collector, and that only the copying collector benefited significantly from 

two- and four-way set-associative caches. 

None of Zorn's experimental results are inconsistent with those of the present 

work, but one conclusion and a related conjecture are contrary to the results 

presented here. Zorn states that he has shown that "even the cache locality of 

garbage-collected Lisp programs can be improved substantially" [79, p. 39], but 

his experimental data does not justify this assertion. Zorn did not perform a con

trol experiment, running the programs without garbage collection to see whether 

their cache performance needed improvement in the first place, nor did he measure 

the performance of the programs when run with a non-aggressive collector.* From 

the conclusion that the cache performance of garbage-collected programs can be 

improved, Zorn goes on to conjecture that aggressive collection will be an effective 

*Zorn claims that the cache performance of a program using a collector that is invoked after 
every 2MB of allocation will closely approximate the non-collection case [79, p. 19]. This claim is 
implausible, for it completely ignores the cost of running the collector and the potential negative 
effect of collection upon the program's cache state. 
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means for improving program performance. Since neither the conclusion nor the 

conjecture are justified, they do not contradict the results of the present work. 

A further defect of Zorn's work is that, like Wilson et al., he does not con

sider the temporal costs of garbage collection and cache activity; rather, he only 

compares the miss ratios of programs running with different collectors. Because 

miss ratios are only a partial characterization of program performance, this flaw 

undermines his comparison of collectors. It is possible for one collector to have a 

lower miss ratio than another but execute many more instructions, so it is essen

tial to also measure the collectors' costs in terms of instructions executed, and to 

relate the miss ratios to those costs. Moreover, Zorn does not discuss the impact 

of allocation fetches on cache performance, and he does not consider write policies 

capable of eliminating allocation fetches. 

In summary, then, known prior work on the cache performance of garbage

collected languages is limited in a number of ways. Among these limitations are 

assumptions of custom hardware, measurements of relatively small programs, and 

measurements of language implementations based upon interpreters rather than 

compilers. The more recent prior work has failed to consider cache write policies 

capable of eliminating allocation fetches, which are a significant fraction of all 

fetches in large caches. No prior work has measured program performance in a 

way that correctly accounts for the temporal costs of cache misses and garbage 

collection. Finally, and most importantly, claims made in prior work about the 

necessity and efficacy of aggressive garbage collection are not justified by the data 

presented. 

5.2. Future work 

The four conjectures of Chapter 4 are good starting points for further research. 

The first conjecture, that stack allocation can be faster than garbage collec

tion, can be tested by studying the performance of programs compiled by a Scheme 

compiler modified to heap-allocate procedure-call frames, and the performance of 
programs compiled by an ML compiler modified to stack-allocate call frames. 

In principle, the second conjecture, that the properties of memory behavior 

that yield good cache performance hold for programs written in a mostly-functional 
style in garbage-collected languages other than Scheme, and the third conjecture, 

that these properties hold across a range of programming styles, are not difficult 

to test. In practice, however, using the tools developed in the course of this work 
to measure the memory behaviors of programs running in other language systems 

will require significant programming effort. Nonetheless, this line of investigation 

should yield interesting results. 
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The third conjecture suggests that even languages that usually require manual 
deallocation might benefit from linear allocation and infrequent garbage collection. 

Many programs in more conventional languages use the heap in a manner similar 
to that of Scheme programs: Most objects are small and short-lived [20, 77]. Thus 
a linear allocation strategy might yield superior cache performance compared to 

the strategies usually employed in implementations of such languages, which are 
typically optimized to conserve memory space and processor time [35, 38]. Linear 

allocation requires some sort of garbage collection; while complete collection is 
impossible for languages such as c, Bartlett has devised compacting collectors 

that require only minor program modifications [8, 9]. So an interesting experiment 
would be to modify a set of c programs to use Bartlett's collector and compare 
their performance with that of the original versions. 

The fourth conjecture, that allocation can be preferable to mutation, is in
herently difficult to test empirically. Such a test requires the direct comparison 

of different programming styles, and is thus more in the domain of software en
gineering than of language implementation. Perhaps the easiest way to test this 
conjecture is to simply wait. If the proponents of each style keep working on better 

compilers, then eventually one style may prove superior. 

A final question is whether the cache performance of programs written in other 
programming styles can be explained in terms of their memory behaviors, as was 
done for the Scheme test programs in Chapter 3. Given a means of generating 
reference traces, producing cache-activity graphs similar to those shown in Chap
ter 3 is straightforward. Except for special classes of programs such as matrix 

computations, however, it is not clear that there will be a small and identifiable 
set of behavioral properties that suffice to explain measured cache performance. 
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5.3. Final exhortations 

To hardware designers: A mechanism for avoiding allocation fetches, such as a 
write-miss policy of write-validate, is crucial to the good performance of garbage
collected languages. It is already known to be important to more traditional lan

guages; the present work provides one more justification. 

To language implementors: Non-interactive programs are likely to perform well 
with linear allocation and a simple, infrequently-run generational compacting col

lector, even when cache performance is a concern. If you must push cache perfor
mance to the limit, it is probably best to apply static methods rather than pursue 

complex runtime methods. 

To language designers: Do not give up on garbage-collected languages that encour
age a mostly-functional programming style. In the long run, as locality becomes 
ever more important to program performance, they may prove to have a significant 

performance advantage. 
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